
THE INDIAN MONSOON 

• Arabian traders named these winds the 
monsoon.


• The meaning of monsoon is —> changing in 
nature.


• Change in the direction of trade winds 
according to the seasons of the landmass is 
called the monsoon.


• In India monsoon season is known as the 
season of rainfall or precipitation.


• Precipitation in the Indian subcontinent is 
influenced by ocean currents and winds 
fl ow i n g f r o m t h e I n d ia n o ce a n to 
subcontinents.

Differential heating and 
cooling of land and water

Intertropical Convergence 
Zone (ITCZ)

Tibetan plateau 
and jet streams

What are Jet 
Streams?

Southern Oscillation(SO) 
and El Nino

What is El Nino?

• The literal meaning of EL Nino is a child. 
In the Spanish language, it means baby 
christ.


• it is a climatic condition due to the 
change of nature of cold Peruvian 
current.


• The cold Peruvian current is replaced by 
the warm current, which causes rainfall 
even floods at the Peruvian coast.


• it weakens the flow of trade wind and 
pattern.


• When El Nino is strong India monsoon 
weakens and India observes drought 
usually

• The variation of pressure in the 
tropical Eastern South Pacific Ocean 
and tropical Eastern Indian Ocean is 
known as southern oscillation.


• In normal monsoon season, The 
tropical Eastern South Pacific Ocean 
is high and pressure at the tropical 
Eastern Indian ocean is low.


• In some climatic condition pressure 
of respective ocean get reversed 
and causes bad monsoon season.

• These are counter currents to 
the winds flowing at the 
surface at higher altitudes


• High velocity

• These are observed regionally 

according to the pressure 
belts on the surface.

• Temperature and pressure are inversely 
proportional.


• As the temperature increases pressure 
decreases and vice versa.


• The pressure on the landmass in the 
summer is relatively lower compared to 
the Indian Ocean.


• Due to pressure gradient wind flow 
from the Ocean to the Indian landmass 
and carry moisture from the ocean.

• The pressure belt at the 
equator of very low pressure 
is called an intertropical 
convergence zone.


• It changes its posit ion 
according to the changes of 
the season on the earth.


• In summer intertropical 
convergence zone sh ips 
towards Ganga plains 5 
degrees north.

• Tibetan plateau is one of the 
highest tableland plateau 
and low-pressure belt over 
a plateau in summer.


• The position of the easterly 
jet stream and westerly jet 
streams influences monsoon.


• Dur ing monsoon season 
westerly jet stream makes 
way for easterly jet stream 
by moving northwards.
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